Come arrivare
from Olbia Port

185km - 2,15h (without stops)
After disembarked, follow the signs for "Nuoro - Cagliari", after the tunnel and the bridge, follow always the signs for "Nuoro 4
corsie" (SS131).
Mind the speed limit, speed tutors are placed in several spots.
Now you are on a highway like road wich brings you after ca 100km to the exit "Nuoro". Immediately after the curve, be carefull not
to miss the exit "Nuoro - Lanusei", after that take again the exit " Mamoiada/Lanusei/Tortolì-Arbatax".
After 50 km of highway like road you'll reach the Ogliastra region. Follow this road untill the crossroad "Lanusei-Villagrande", here
turn left (a Bar is placed at the corner on your left) to Villagrande/Tortolì-Arbatax (SP27) downhill for 27km ca. untill you'll reach
Tortolì.
Keep always straight ahead (you will see a giant reclined Pinocchio sculpture on your right), cross straight ahead the roundabout
and cross the city centre for about 4km.
Just before a rail crossing, turn slightly right following the brown sign "Porto Frailis". Continue for 2 km always straight ahead
(crossing another roundabout) untill you will see in front of you the sea and a big yellow star sculpture.
Here turn left and then the 3rd street right (you'll see the sign "Appartamenti Caffarena"), drive till the end of the street where you
will find the Residence Appartamenti Caffarena.
A Suggestion ;-)
Be carefull choosing the correct route on your GPS navigation system, because it could take you on the alternative road, driving
you through the SS125 (shorter, beautiful and panoramic, but tortuos and slow road).
Print this page and bring it with you, or click here and follow on Google Maps the correct road from your smartphone.
If your GPS device will not find via Manzoni 19, 08048 Arbatax, you should choose as town Tortolì.

from Cagliari airport

145 km – 2h ca (without stops)
Exit the airport area and cross a giant roundabout, after that turn right following the signs for "Cagliari centro - SS554", immediately
after you have to turn right for two more times following for "Villasimius - SS554" and drive for 8 km.
Shortly after the traffic light of "Quartucciu" be careful to exit for "Muravera - Arbatax- Villasimius".
You drive for about 7km on the SS125 till the exit on the left for "Terramala - Tortolì - Muravera - Villasimius SS554bis.
After some km take the exit Tortolì-Arbatax SS125var, follow the road for 80km untill it ends. You start now driving on the SS125
wich brings you to Tortolì.
Take the first exit for "Tortolì - Lido di Orrì" untill the traffic light. Cross it and after 200m turn right for "centro". Cross the city
centre for about 4km.
Just before a rail crossing turn slightly right following the brown sign "Porto Frailis". Continue for 2 km always straight ahead
(crossing another roundabout) untill you will see in front of you the sea and a big yellow star sculpture.
Here turn left and then the 3rd street right (you'll see the sign "Appartamenti Caffarena"), drive till the end of the street where you
will find the Residence Appartamenti Caffarena.
A Suggestion ;-)
Print this page and bring it with you, or click here and follow on Google Maps the correct road from your smartphone.
If your GPS device will not find via Manzoni 19, 08048 Arbatax, you should choose as town Tortolì.

